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Abstract
Many retailers have collected large amounts of customer data using, for example, loyalty programs. We provide an overview of the extant
literature on customer relationship management (CRM), with a specific focus on retailing. We discuss how retailers can gather customer data and
how they can analyze these data to gain useful customer insights. We provide an overview of the methods predicting customer responses and
behavior over time. We also discuss the existing knowledge on the application of marketing actions in a CRM context, while providing an indepth discussion on CRM and firm value. We outline future research directions based on the literature review and retail practice insights.
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Introduction
Over the past decade, retailers have been able to collect
enormous amounts of information at the customer level
measuring customer purchases, marketing activities, and
customer attitudes. An important example is Tesco, which is
using its Loyalty Card as a core element of its marketing
strategy (e.g., Humby and Hunt 2003). Despite this trend, many
retailers have also decided not to invest in building large
customer databases. One reason is to be able to focus on low
prices and operational excellence as exemplified by discount
retailers such as Aldi, Lidl, and Wal-Mart. While these retailers
still collect large amounts of data, it is often not at the customer
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level. The ubiquity of retail data, regardless of whether at the
customer level or not, has created tremendous opportunities as
well as challenges for both retail practitioners and researchers in
retailing.
On the practitioner side, the results of using customer data
are mixed. Tesco is one of the successful retailers that
extensively use a customer database and is frequently cited as
a successful benchmark in textbooks and the business press
(Humby and Hunt 2003; Kumar and Reinartz 2005). However,
other retailers have not been successful at leveraging their
customer databases. A McKinsey study reports that the majority
of retailers are unable to recover the investments in loyalty
programs, especially because only less than 50% of customers
increase their spending after enrolling in a loyalty program
(Cigliano et al. 2000).
The practitioner dilemma has been reflected in multiple
discussions that have arisen within the academic community on
the effectiveness of loyalty programs in retailing (e.g., Dowling
and Uncles 1997; Shugan 2005). Numerous empirical studies
that use large customer databases examine how firms can
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increase loyalty metrics such as retention rates, cross-buying
and customer share (e.g., Verhoef 2003; Verhoef, Frances, and
Hoekstra 2001; Kumar, Venkatesan, and Reinartz 2008), and/or
how firms can predict these metrics (e.g., Fader, Hardie, and
Lee 2005; Neslin et al. 2006a). Other studies have specifically
focused on how firms can influence and optimize customer
value (e.g., Rust and Verhoef 2005; Venkatesan and Kumar
2004; Venkatesan, Kumar, and Bohling 2007). In sum, there is
an existing knowledge base on how to influence and predict
customer loyalty and how to optimize customer value (for
overviews, see Gupta and Zeithaml 2006; Verhoef, van Doorn,
and Dorotic 2007; Blattberg, Malthouse, and Neslin 2009).
In addition to customer value management, multichannel
retailing has gained importance as a consequence of the ability
of the retailers to amass large customer databases and more
broadly ability to obtain a view of the customers across several
channels. Multichannel retailing presents the retailer with the
opportunity to improve customer profitability by offering a
variety of transaction options for the customer. At the same
time, the increasing multichannel orientation of retailing
practice has created huge challenges for retailers in having
real-time access to reliable data across different channels and in
understanding and predicting customer behavior across different channels (e.g., Ansari, Mela, and Neslin 2008; Arikan 2008;
Dholakia et al. 2010; Kushwaha and Shankar 2007; Neslin et al.
2006b; Neslin and Shankar 2009; Verhoef, Neslin, and
Vroomen 2007; Venkatesan, Kumar and Ravishanker 2007).
For example, several stores such as Best Buy offer customers
the option of ordering products online and picking up the
products in a nearby offline store. The A CNET.com research
shows that execution of this option still remains a challenge for
several retailers1 . Specifically, the ability to immediately
recognize a customer's online order in the offline store still
remains a challenge for retailers.
While there is research in marketing that has looked at the
impact of various aspects of the customer relationship
management (CRM) process on customer outcomes (Reinartz
and Kumar 2003; Du, Kamakura, and Mela 2007), many
retailers do not collect the right data, analyze the data
appropriately, or initiate the optimal marketing actions to
achieve the best customer outcomes, possibly leading to many
failed CRM implementations. In this paper, we discuss the
application of CRM in retail environments. We elaborate on
current knowledge from the academic marketing literature and
discuss its relevance in the increasingly multichannel and
multimedia retail environment. Furthermore, we provide new
research directions on CRM in data-rich retail environments.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first
discuss the conceptual role of CRM in retail environments and
present our conceptual model. Subsequently, we address the
specific topics within the conceptual model, such as data usage
and the application of marketing actions. We address specific
research questions within each topic. We also provide a

1
“Instore Pickup needs to work every time. It Doesn't.” Don Resinger,
CNET.com, March 2009.

discussion of future research opportunities within each topic
covered by our conceptual model.
CRM in retailing
For the purpose of this article, we define CRM as the practice
of analyzing and utilizing marketing databases and leveraging
communication technologies to determine corporate practices
and methods that will maximize the lifetime value of each
individual customer (Kumar and Reinartz 2005, p. 5; also see
Reinartz, Krafft, and Hoyer 2004 for an overview). Fig. 1 outlines how CRM can be used in retailing. Marketing management teaches the retailer to target a specific market segment
having similar wants and needs, understand this segment, create
a brand concept that will be meaningful to this segment, and use
the concept to engineer a unique shopping experience for each
segment (Grewal, Levy, and Kumar 2009; Verhoef et al. 2009).
The collective set of interactions between the retailer and
the firm communicates the brand concept to shoppers, thereby
associating it with the store. This process is illustrated in
the left-most part of Fig. 1 (Calder and Malthouse 2005). For
example, some retailers that have highly differentiated experiences include Aldi, Ikea, Trader Joe, Whole Foods, and
Nordstrom. As another example, Gallery Furniture has a
brand concept focused on being a straight shooter who offers
high-quality furniture at a fair price and guarantees delivery on
the same day as the purchase.
CRM enables the firm to take this process further by
identifying smaller groups of customers with homogeneous
needs, which are sometimes called customer segments or subsegments (Batra 1999; Humby and Hunt 2003; Malthouse 2003;
Reutterer et al. 2006; Malthouse and Calder 2006). As
illustrated in the middle part of Fig. 1, once sub-segments of
customers have been identified, the retailer can understand their
needs and then create customized contacts – including offers –
that will more closely meet the needs of each subgroup. An
issue that sometimes arises when creating such contacts is that
they should be consistent with the overarching brand concept; a
retailer that fails to do this will confuse its customers over the
meaning of the brand.
The right side of the figure above shows that the process of
sub-segmenting customers can be extended to individual
customers, or segments of one. Peppers and Rogers (1997)
call this one-to-one marketing. Based on the analysis of
individual customer data, retailers create customized offers for
individual customers (Ansari and Mela 2003; Montgomery and
Smith 2009). An additional step is that CRM-interventions
are planned in such a way that the profitability/lifetime value

Fig. 1. Business models around customers in retailing.
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of each customer is optimized (Rust and Verhoef 2005; Kumar
et al. 2009).
Conceptual model
As previously described, the main goal of this article is to
discuss notable ways in which retailers are leveraging data from
customer relationships to improve performance outcomes
related to revenues, market share, innovation, customer value,
and long-term competitive advantage. To highlight these issues,
Fig. 2 offers a broad-based conceptual model.
The starting point of this conceptual model is the explicit
recognition that the current retail environment is characterized
by overwhelming amounts of data at both individual customer
level and at the aggregate store level (Blattberg, Glazer, and
Little 1994; Bucklin and Gupta 2002). In addition, upstream
suppliers may provide significant amounts of data that can be
utilized by the retailer to create superior customer value
(Ganesan et al. 2009; Smit 2006). Given the diversity of data
sources, data integration is a key challenge for the retailer.
Once data is collected and integrated, the next step is to
derive managerial insights to make better decisions and improve
performance (Davenport and Harris 2007; Jayachandran et al.
2005). As discussed in the section below on data usage, CRM
decisions are primarily concerned about creating relevant
contacts, selecting appropriate customers to receive contacts,
delivering the contacts at the right time, estimating the value of
customers and identifying best customers. Typically, both
descriptive and predictive models are used to understand the
data; however, it is imperative that the application of various
models is driven by a careful examination and understanding of
the retailer's business model. Finally, retailers need to assess the
impact of their marketing actions by measuring specific
outcomes, such as customer share and customer lifetime value
(Petersen et al. 2009). These customer level outcomes are
assumed to eventually affect firm value (e.g., Gupta, Lehmann
and Stuart 2005). The so far described process model focuses on
the process from data to performance outcomes. The issue of
CRM implementation within retail firms arises before the data
collection and resource allocation and can affect the whole retail
CRM process (Reinartz, Krafft, and Hoyer 2004). We will
therefore also include this as a separate part in our conceptual
model that covers and affects the whole CRM process in
retailing.
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Table 1 gives an overview of studies per topic in our
conceptual model and the most important findings of these
studies. The next sections will examine each of these sections in
more detail, where we first discuss the existing literature and
provide important future research directions in each of these
areas.
CRM data in retailing
Retailers often record transaction data, which can be
aggregated to the customer level measuring the number of
previous transactions, historical value, and types of products
purchased (Verhoef et al. 2003). It can also be aggregated to
store level, producing metrics such as total number of visits to a
store, total store sales, and category sales (Bucklin and Gupta
2002). The main focus of this paper is on individual customer
data. Major issues confronted regarding data collection include:
consumer privacy, sales force empowerment, and data quality
and reliability.
Consumer privacy
Individual data are collected in different ways depending on
the type of retailer. The direct nature of the business models of
cataloguers and online retailers allow them to associate transactions with customers in their databases. Store- or bricks-andmortar retailers, in contrast, frequently face difficulties linking
transactions to individual customers unless they have a loyalty
program. For example, it is usually not practical to gather
information identifying a customer who makes a cash purchase.
Several issues then become prevalent. First, are customers
willing to provide the data? A few studies in the direct
marketing and public policy literature have investigated privacy
issues (e.g., see Peltier, Milne, and Phelps 2009). One general
finding is that only a limited percentage of customers – privacy
activists – tend to worry about their privacy (e.g., Fletcher
2003; Ackerman, Cranor, and Reagle 1999). Milne and Boza
(2000) report that these privacy concerns are mainly present in
financial services and telecommunications, while they are less
present for supermarkets. Despite the existence of privacy
concerns, their effect on the provision of data (e.g., participating
in loyalty programs) is not strong (van Doorn, Verhoef, and
Bijmolt 2007).

Fig. 2. Conceptual model.
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Table 1
A summary of relevant CRM literature.
Topic

Exemplary studies

Key findings

Data
▪ Customer data
provision

Fletcher (2003); Milne and Boza (2000);
van Doorn, Verhoef, and Bijmolt (2007)

Only a small segment of customers, especially for supermarkets, have privacy
concerns. Participation in loyalty programs is not affected by consumers' privacy
concerns.
Usage of CRM technology can improve sales person's targeting abilities,
presentation skills and productivity.
Data quality is positively related to firm performance. However, marginal benefits
of improved quality will decrease with increased cost. The click-stream provides
online retailers with improved opportunities for collecting quality data.

▪ Sales rep's data
provision
▪ Data quality and
integration

Ahearne, Rapp, and Schillewaert (2007)

▪ Online data

Arikan (2008); Bucklin and Sismeiro
(2009); Moe and Fader (2004),

Data utilization-analytics
▪ Making the right offer

Neslin et al. (2006b); Verhoef et al. (2003);
Zahay and Griffin (2002)

Bodapati (2008); Montgomery and Smith
(2009); Malthouse and Calder (2006)

▪ Targeting the right
customers

Bult and Wansbeek (1995); Elsner, Krafft,
and Huchzermeier (2004); Gönül, Kim, and
Shi (2000); Malthouse and Derenthal (2008)

▪ Offer timing and trigger
events

Malthouse (2007)

Marketing actions
▪ Acquisition channel
▪ Acquisition incentives
▪ Marketing contacts

Marketing actions
▪ Cross-selling
▪ Multichannel
marketing

▪ Loyalty programs

Verhoef and Donkers (2005); Villanueva,
Yoo, and Hanssens (2008)
Lewis (2004)
Rust and Verhoef (2005); Venkatesan
and Kumar (2004); Kumar, Venkatesan,
and Reinartz (2008); Kushwaha and
Shankar (2007)

Knott, Hayes, and Neslin (2002); Kumar,
George, and Pancras (2007); Li, Sun,
and Wilcox (2005)
Ansari, Mela, and Neslin (2008); Neslin
and Shankar (2009); Neslin et al. (2006b);
Thomas and Sullivan (2005); Venkatesan,
Kumar, and Ravishanker (2007); Kushwaha
and Shankar (2007)
Leenheer et al. (2007); Liu (2008);
Taylor and Neslin (2005)

Personalization of offers such as recommendation systems can have an effect
on customer retention and sales. Customer profiling through basket analysis
can allow for bundling of product promotions, better shelf spacing and
positioning of product displays.
Contact-strategy methods determine the optimal level of marketing contacts per
customer. This strategy acknowledges the nonlinear relationship between
marketing contacts and customer behavior. Scoring methods determine which customers
will be selected for a campaign so
as to maximize the return from the campaign.
Trigger events can be used to proactively initiate marketing contacts to retain customers
who are likely to churn. They may also be applicable for customer expansion activities.

Retained customer profitability is dependent on the customer's acquisition
channel. For example, customers acquired through word-of-mouth are more
profitable than customers acquired through firm initiated marketing. Customers
acquired through a promotion or incentive are less profitable in the long run.
Marketing contacts have a substantial impact on customer profitability. The influence
of marketing is however nonlinear, i.e., too many contacts can be detrimental
to customer–firm relationship. Optimizing marketing contacts based on customer
responsiveness and targeting customers with a bundle of products has the potential
to substantially increase firm profitability

Customers have a sequence of product acquisition with a firm. Models that can
predict the customer's next product purchase can substantially improve the return
on marketing efforts.
Customers who shop in multiple channels spend more and are more profitable than single
channel customers. Marketing communications is a critical determinant of multichannel
shopping. Customers use separate channels for browsing and shopping. Integration
of product information and operations across channels is essential for customer retention.
Loyalty programs have a short and long-term influence on customer behavior. The
short-term influence is however much larger than the long term influence. Customers
are strategic and accelerate their purchases in anticipation of a reward.

Customer outcomes

Gupta and Zeithaml (2006); Reinartz
and Kumar (2000); Petersen et al. (2009);
Verhoef (2003)

Customer lifetime value is a more appropriate customer level outcome measure
to measure the effectiveness of CRM activities because not all loyal customers
are profitable. CRM actions can improve customer satisfaction, cross-buying and
up-buying. Trust and commitment are key mediating factors between CRM
actions and customer behavior.

Firm value

Gupta, Lehmann, and Stuart (2005)

Customer metrics are a good proxy for shareholder value. Firm value can be
estimated as the sum of the value of all of the firm's existing and future customers.

Reinartz, Krafft, and Hoyer (2004)
Jayachandran et al. (2005)
Ryals (2005)
Boulding et al. (2005)
Bouma (2009)

A strategic framework is necessary for the success of CRM projects. An overall
customer focus and the firm's acquisition and retention processes are related to
customer satisfaction and firm performance. Buy-in from key stakeholders
including employees is essential for the success of
CRM activities.

CRM implementation
▪ Performance
▪ Implementation
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Sales force empowerment
In addition to getting customers to provide data, some
retailers (e.g., furniture and automotive) need to also empower
their sales representatives to gather and share customer data.
Salespeople might be reluctant to do so because it is time
consuming, it may decrease their autonomy and they may be
unwilling to share information in fear of losing sales and
commissions to others. Research in sales management, however, shows that the acceptance of CRM by sales representatives
enhances targeting abilities, presentation skills and sales call
productivity (Ahearne, Hughes, and Schillewaert 2007).
Data quality and reliability
There are many reasons for bad data quality such as the data
being entered incorrectly, customers intentionally providing
false data (i.e., wrong name, address), and customers not updating
their information regularly. One bank discovered that over 5%
of its customers for a certain product were born on November 11,
1911; the reason was that date of birth was a required field and
the date “11/11/11” was easy for a banking representative to enter
when the customer refused to provide the correct date.
Data quality and data integration are extremely difficult
for multichannel retailers, which collect customer data across
multiple channels. Ideally data should be integrated across
channels to provide a complete view of customer activity and
facilitate one-to-one marketing (Neslin et al. 2006b). Research
has shown that data quality is positively related to performance
(Zahay and Griffin 2002; Jayachandran et al. 2005), although
Neslin et al. (2006b) argue that the marginal benefits of
improved data quality will decrease while costs increase. This
implies that the profit-maximizing level of data quality will be
realized with not-perfect data. Despite their insights, there is
limited empirical evidence on the optimal level of data quality
and data integration. Moreover, cost of data quality and
integration may not rise continuously, but may increase in a
stepwise fashion. It is also important that different functions,
such as marketing and service, have access to the same data.
Retailers with online channels have the opportunity to gather
data that is potentially richer than traditional customer data, as
customers' online browsing behavior can be followed extensively. These data are often referred to as click-stream data.
More specifically, customers can be followed during their
buying process from entering the website to finalizing the sale.
Within marketing literature, multiple researchers have analyzed
click-stream data with the objective of predicting when
consumer website visits convert into purchase (Moe and
Fader 2004), predict products that are viewed and purchased
on a website (Moe 2006), and their browsing behavior within a
website (Bucklin and Sismeiro 2003, 2009; Sismeiro and
Bucklin 2004).
Future research
The rich data availability on websites and resulting
behavioral targeting may create worries on privacy and poten-
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tially may cause customer reactance (White et al. 2008). So far,
research on consumer privacy has mainly been executed in the
public policy domain. We believe that due to the noted
developments in retail practice, privacy should gain more
attention in the general marketing literature. Clearly, more
research is also required on the optimal level of data quality and
data integration across channels. So far, only conceptual
insights are present, but can we infer an optimal level that
may be contingent on customer strategies, customer behavior
and competition? Yet another important research issue is how
retailers can combine different data (e.g., POS, customer, and
supplier data) to improve their marketing decision-making.
Given that the amount of customer data is prodigious and that
the data often is contradictory or at least inconsistent, it is
difficult for store and company managers to uncover important
relationships for improved decision-making. Though it is
evident that sophisticated and intelligent technologies such as
soft computing could help to leverage this potential of customer
insights, more research is needed about the potential to apply
intelligent technologies in retailing (Ravi, Raman, and Mantrala
2009). Finally, research on the topic of sales force empowerment in the retailing context is very limited. Given the
importance of the sales force to ensure customer satisfaction as
well as the cross-sell and up-sell of products, research on
effectively using CRM technologies to improve sales force
performance would be relevant and critical.
Data utilization — customer analytics
Utilizing the data to obtain customer insights is the next step
in the CRM process (see Fig. 2). Analytical CRM systems
promise to use data to send the right offer to the right customers
at the right time (Shankar and Malthouse 2006, p. 3). This
section outlines the different ways that retailers can use the data
they are gathering in their CRM systems to accomplish these
three goals.
Making the right offer
One approach to doing this is through customer (sub)
segmentation (Malthouse and Calder 2006; Malthouse and
Elsner 2006). Methodologically, the task of identifying subsegments is similar to identifying market segments. There have
been books written on such methodologies including cluster
analysis, latent class analysis and finite mixture models (e.g.,
Bartholomew and Knott 1999; Wedel and Kamakura 2000;
Everitt, Landau, and Leese 2001), but retailers often have
additional types of data that are usually not used for doing
traditional market segmentation. For example, many retailers
have POS and loyalty club databases which create methodological challenges. Such data are collected over time and
traditional market segmentation methods do not account for
temporal aspects. Point-of-sale (POS) data with thousands or
even tens of thousands of SKUs must be aggregated before
clustering, but this is not an easy task. Consider, for example,
the purchase of an 8 oz low-fat, vanilla, store-brand yogurt. This
SKU indicates many different things about the customer. The
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product category yogurt may indicate something about a person,
the size is for individuals rather than bulk, it is low-fat rather
than full-fat, it is a store rather than national brand, and the
customer does not seem to like fruit. Automated procedures for
grouping SKUs in meaningful ways are needed (Humby and
Hunt 2003 hint at a process, but the details are not provided).
The right side of Fig. 1 shows that the process of segmenting
customers so that a firm can create more relevant offers can be
extended even further by creating offers for individual
customers, or segments of one. Cost considerations imply that
this will usually have to be done through a highly automated
procedure such as those in recommendation systems. One
stream of research analyzes the role of recommendation systems
on consumer decision-making and has found that the quality of
consumer decisions improves due to recommendation systems
(Murray and Häubl 2009). Another stream is concerned with
developing better recommendation systems by analyzing the
best mapping of the ratings of a product from a population of
consumers to develop and provide offers relevant to a single
customer (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005), and by incorporating consumer reactions to past recommendation offers
(Bodapati 2008). Bucklin and Sismeiro (2009), and Iacobucci,
Arabie, and Bodapoti (2000) provide excellent reviews of
research in recommendation systems and analytics related to
click-stream data.
Beyond segmentation and personalization approaches,
retailers also analyze POS data by profiling their customers
and using market basket analysis (e.g., see DuMouchel and
Pregibon 2001; Montgomery et al. 2004a,b; Reutterer et al.
2006). This helps the retailer understand which items are
commonly bought together, as well as which items imply the
purchase of other items (association rules). This information can
help the retailer lay out the store and design promotional
strategies.
Targeting the right customers
In CRM, retailers also have to decide on which customers to
target with an offer. This is a common issue among retailers
who use catalogs or other promotions that are targeted at
individual customers such as email and direct mail. There is a
very large and old literature devoted to this problem.
The targeting problem depends on whether the offer is to be
used to acquire new customers or retain existing ones. We begin
with acquisition. Many retailers rely heavily on mass advertising such as TV, print, and banner/display ads to acquire new
customers. This is an unquestionably important approach for
acquiring new customers, but does not lend itself so well to
CRM and will therefore not be the focus of the discussion here.
In addition to mass advertising methods of acquisition, many
retailers use direct marketing methods such as mail and email.
Retailers “rent” mail or email addresses from list brokers
(e.g., see www.nextmark.com). The main research questions are
(1) which lists and (2) which names from a list, should a retailer
rent (Courtheoux 2004)? In response to the first question,
retailers do extensive testing of lists, but there is a need for
theory to explain which external lists would be suitable for some

company to rent. To improve the selection of names within a
list, some retailers use commercial segmentation systems such
as Cohorts, Personicx, or Prizm to identify names that are part
of lifestage/style segments overrepresented in their own
customer base. They also build “clone” models, which predict
the likelihood of someone being a customer from variables that
are available for the general public, such as demographic and
lifestyle overlays. Clone models are a special type of scoring
model, which will be discussed further below.
To decide which existing customers should receive an offer,
retailers must choose between two general approaches: the
contact-strategy and myopic “scoring-model” approaches. The
contact-strategy approach, which was identified as an important
research topic in the first issue of the Journal of Interactive
Marketing (Kestnbaum, Kestnbaum, and Ames 1998), seeks to
specify which combination of contacts each customer should
receive so as to maximize the long-term profit from the
customer. For example, suppose that a retailer will be mailing 6
catalogs over the next 6 months, and it wants to know which
combination of the 6 it should send to each customer to
maximize profit over this period. Sending multiple catalogs
over a short period of time may cause them to cannibalize each
other and may “wear out” the customer (Blattberg, Kim, and
Neslin 2008, p. 744; Gönül, Kim, and Shi 2000). On the other
hand, under-promoting a customer likely results in lost revenues
and profits. Within this approach, numerous methods have been
proposed (e.g., Bitran and Mondschein 1996; Gönül and Shi
1998; Gönül, Kim, and Shi 2000; Gönül and Ter Hofstede
2006; Campbell et al. 2001; Elsner, Krafft, and Huchzermeier
2004; Ching et al. 2004; Rust and Verhoef 2005; Simester, Sun,
and Tsitsiklis 2006; Neslin et al. 2007). While some of these
methods have been field tested (Kumar et al. 2008), more work
is needed to compare different contact-strategy methods with
each other as well as with myopic approaches.
Scoring models predict either the likelihood of response or
the revenue generated from sending a customer some single
contact. They are also used to predict other outcomes such as
whether a customer will “churn” (e.g., see Neslin et al. 2006a;
Risselada, Verhoef, and Bijmolt 2009; Xie et al. 2009) or the
incremental value of a contact (Hansotia 2002). Sometimes they
are included as a component within a contact-strategy model
(e.g., Elsner, Krafft, and Huchzermeier 2004), but more often
the predicted values – scores – are used to determine which
customers should receive a contact in an attempt to maximize
profit from this contact. Again, several variations of scoring
models have been proposed (e.g., Bult 1993; Bult and
Wansbeek 1995; Kumar, Rao, and Soni 1995; Haughton and
Oulabi 1997; Colombo and Jiang 1999; Deichmann et al. 2002;
Zahavi and Levin 1997a,b; Levin and Zahavi 1998, 2001; Suh,
Noh, and Suh 1999; Malthouse 1999, 2001, 2002; Zadrozny
and Elkan 2001; Bodapati and Gupta 2004; Ha, Cho, and
MacLachlan 2005; Malthouse and Derenthal 2008).
Offer timing and trigger events
There are several ways that retailers can send offers at the
right time. In some situations customers will develop in a
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predictable way over time. For example, many of the needs of
parents with young children change in a predictable way,
starting with the needs of the expectant mother and progressing
through infant, toddler, pre-schooler, etc. List brokers in the US
rent “prenatal” database mailing lists. The Tesco supermarket
chain in the UK has developed an extensive set of contacts
including magazines with utilitarian advice designed to build
their reputation as the store that meets all the needs of a family
with young children, and promotions designed to close the sale.
Another way to approach the problem of offer timing is by
detecting a trigger event, which is “something that happens
during a customer's lifecycle that a company can detect and
portends the future behavior of the customer (Malthouse
2007).” Trigger events can portend good or bad futures.
Suppose that a customer has been regularly shopping at a
particular supermarket and suddenly stops shopping at the store
(the trigger event). This trigger event could indicate that the
relationship has ended and the supermarket should have reactive
trigger contacts in place to resuscitate the relationship. An
example of a trigger event that portends a positive future is
when someone who had previously only flown occasionally
with an airline starts flying more often. The airline should have
trigger contacts in place towards whatever strategic goals it may
have for the customer, perhaps locking in this “raising star's”
loyalty.
Future research
One important question concerns how many sub-segments
should a retailer attempt to manage? The answer will depend on
comparing the marginal cost of additional segments with the
marginal revenue generated from being more relevant to
customers, but it is not clear how to estimate such costs and
revenues, in part because the incremental revenue due to having
multiple versions rather than a single, one-size-fits-all offer
depends on the quality of the versions that will be created.
Another important research question is, which basis variables
will produce sub-segmentations that will generate the largest
incremental revenue? One group recommends using either
historical or estimated future customer lifetime value (CLV)
(e.g., Zeithaml, Rust, and Lemon 2001; Kumar, Ramani, and
Bohling 2004; Kumar et al. 2009). Some suggest using
estimates of share of wallet (e.g., Du, Kamakura, and Mela
2007). Other possible bases include the types of products
purchased in the past, demographics and lifestage variables,
attitudes, or indicators of the type of shopping experience they
seek. There are large literatures on many of these individual sets
of basis variables. See Fader and Hardie (2009) and Blattberg,
Malthouse, and Neslin (2009) for further discussion on
estimating and using CLV. Hoffman and Novak (2009) and
Calder, Malthouse, and Schaedel (2009) discuss the online
experience and how to measure it. Future research on customer
level metrics that are more appropriate for retailers and the
different retailing business models would provide a useful
contribution to the literature.
Many forms of advertising that have traditionally been
considered mass are becoming more targeted. For example, in
some markets different TV ads can be targeted at different
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households (e.g., see Clifford 2009 and Marcus 2008), so that
two neighbors could be watching the same TV program yet
receive different ads. Also, the traditional advertising vehicles
that many retailers rely on such as local newspapers are in
steady decline and many are going out of business; local
retailers will need to find new ways of reaching their customers
and attracting prospects. The opportunities for targeting TV
advertisement leads to interesting future research issues. One
important question is, how does a retailer decide on the versions
of ads to create? The answer to this question surely depends on
segmentation and one-to-one personalization methods, as
discussed above.
We also identify research opportunities concerning customer
prediction. There are probabilistic theories and empirical studies
for understanding which of the various statistical and machine
learning models work best for certain situations (e.g., see
Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman 2009). However, a better
understanding is necessary for the issue of predicting customer
behavior, which typically involves hundreds of thousands of
observations, and a dependent variable with a very high percentage of zeros (for non-responses or purchased). Predictions
from such models could also be improved with better data such
as stronger predictive variables through better data sources and
better “feature creation” from the transaction files that are used
to form the predictor variables.
With regard to triggering customer events, there are research
opportunities in developing automated ways of identifying
and screening trigger events, operationalizing specific events
(e.g., what constitutes a drop in the purchase rate?), understanding the root causes of the events, and developing effective
trigger-response contacts.
Marketing actions
The next step in the CRM process is the application of
marketing actions by a firm and its competition to develop
profitable relationships with prospects and customers.
Prospects
Acquired prospects become part of the customer base and
therefore affect the success of future retention campaigns and
the value of the firm's customer assets. Clarifying differences in
the long-term consequences of acquisition campaigns thus
offers guidance to managers about how they should acquire
customers to maximize the long-term profitability of customers
to the firm. The acquisition channel and the incentive provided
to the prospects have been identified in the literature as major
determinants of the long-term quality of the acquired customers.
Recently retailers and manufacturers have started placing
greater emphasis on acquiring customers through word of
mouth. In fact, the popularity of WOM as an acquisition
technique has led to development of intermediary firms such as
buzzagent.com who recruit consumers that receive free product
samples from manufacturers in return for talking about the
products to other people in their social network.
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Acquisition channel
Verhoef and Donkers (2005) found that for a Dutch financial
services firm, retention and cross-buying vary significantly
according to the type of acquisition channel that included mass
media, direct marketing, Web site, and coinsurance. The effect
was weaker on cross-buying than on retention, possibly because
cross-buying requires a second step in the customer relationship, which is influenced by the firm's subsequent marketing
interventions. In addition to a direct effect on customer
behavior, acquisition channels also can have cross-effects on
acquisition through other channels. For an online retailer,
Villanueva, Yoo, and Hanssens (2008) find that customers
acquired through marketing contribute more to the retailer's
performance in the short term than do those acquired through
word of mouth (WOM). The effect of marketing-induced
acquisition settles down after only 3 weeks, whereas the WOM
effect lasts for approximately 6 weeks.
Incentives
Several psychological theories about the negative consequences of promotional price discounts (e.g., coupons) are
applicable for understanding the consequences of monetary
incentives for customer acquisition on long-term profitability
(e.g., Lewis 2006). For example, adaptation-level theory
implies that a deeply discounted initial price leads to the
formation of reference prices far below the regular price. Lewis
(2006) analyzed the impact of price discounts used to acquire
customers on the prices paid by those customers in future time
periods in the context of newspaper subscribers and a cohort of
customers acquired during the second quarter of an Internet
retailer's operation. For both firms, acquisition discount depth
negatively related to repeat buying rates and customer asset
value.
Customers
Marketing contacts, loyalty programs, cross-selling and
influences on multichannel shopping behavior represent some
marketing actions that impact customer retention and growth.
Marketing contacts
Emerging empirical evidence indicates that marketing
contacts through direct mail, telesales, and sales people are
critical for influencing customer retention. In the business-tobusiness (B2B) context (Venkatesan and Kumar 2004;
Reinartz, Thomas, and Kumar 2005; Venkatesan, Kumar, and
Bohling 2007; Kumar et al. 2008), among financial services
firms (Rust and Verhoef 2005) and in the pharmaceutical
industry (Venkatesan, Reinartz, and Ravishanker 2009),
marketing contacts through sales people, direct mail and
telesales are found to influence customer retention, and
profitability. However, the relative effectiveness of highly
interpersonal salesperson contacts is greater than that of less
interpersonal modes such as direct mail (Venkatesan and Kumar
2004; Reinartz, Thomas, and Kumar 2005). Recently, new
interactive contact methods, such as marketing contacts through
mobile phones and narrow casting, are getting attention in a

retailing. We refer to Shankar and Balasubramanian (2009) and
Shankar et al. (2010) for an extensive discussion on mobile
marketing opportunities.
However, many marketing contacts can be dysfunctional to a
relationship (Fournier, Dobscha, and Mick 1998). In other
words, too much contact can overload customers and lead to
negative consequences, such as termination. This implies that
the influence of marketing contacts is inverted U-shaped, which
means an optimal level of marketing contacts exists and can
ensure customer retention, but beyond that threshold, excessive
marketing contacts can lead to customer inactivity (Venkatesan
and Kumar 2004). Optimal investment levels that ensure
customer retention therefore should match both a firm's
objective to maximize profit and the threshold at which
customers positively respond to marketing contacts.
Further, the influence and importance of marketing actions
vary with the customer management objective. The level of
investment that maximizes the acquisition rate for a firm differs
from the investment levels required to maximize retention rates
and customer profitability (Reinartz, Thomas, and Kumar
2005). Under spending is more detrimental and results in
smaller returns on investment (ROI) than does overspending,
and a suboptimal allocation of retention expenditures has a
greater impact on long-term customer profitability than do
suboptimal acquisition expenditures.
Cross-selling
Early cross-selling literature focused on aggregate outcomes
of cross-selling activities, such as firm-level sales or store
choice (Drèze and Hoch 1998; Chen et al. 1999). The importance of measuring individual customer outcomes in organizations, however, has shifted the focus to the effect of crossselling on the individual level. Within this research realm, the
order of product acquisition over time has been a key subject
of inquiry. Two observations motivate researchers to predict
product acquisition patterns. First, to implement a cross-selling
strategy efficiently, managers need to know about the purchase
patterns of each individual customer across various product
categories. In other words, knowledge about cross-buying
behavior should influence cross-selling strategies. Second,
customers have predictable lifecycles and, as a result, purchase
certain items before others. This predictable phenomenon
provides the opportunity for firms to cross-sell additional
products or services. Markets that are especially prone to this
behavioral regularity include those in which consumers' wants
or needs evolve after some preliminary consumption, consumers face some uncertainty about the quality of the product or
service offering, or consumer learning is required to receive the
full benefit of the product.
Li, Sun, and Wilcox (2005) find that bank customers usually
invest more aggressively in financial instruments that promise
stable returns (e.g., CDs, money market) after they obtain basic
financial services (e.g., checking, savings, debit, credit, loan)
and invest in high-risk, high-return brokerage accounts last.
From the firm's perspective, it is natural to focus on determining
the product or category with the highest purchase likelihood for
each customer, and this element recently attracted attention in
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the context of CRM strategies (Verhoef, Frances, and Hoekstra
2001; Knott, Hayes, and Neslin 2002; Kumar, Venkatesan, and
Reinartz 2008). Both Knott, Hayes, and Neslin (2002) and
Kumar, Venkatesan, and Reinartz (2008) show that tremendous
upside potential for targeting customers with products they are
ready to purchase in their next purchase cycle. Further, Knott,
Hayes, and Neslin (2002) find that targeting retained customers
is more profitable than targeting prospects.
Attempting to sell additional products or product lines can
have detrimental impacts on a customer–firm relationship. First,
frequent and wrongly targeted selling attempts are likely to
increase customer resentment, which, in the worst case, results in
the customer terminating the relationship. Second, unsuccessful
attempts to increase the range of products with the customer are
synonymous with resource misallocation. It is therefore critical to
know not only what customers are most likely to buy next but also
when they will buy the product of highest affinity. Further,
targeting customers with the right product at the right time can
lead to substantial improvements in the quality of the customer–
firm relationship (Kumar, Venkatesan, and Reinartz 2008).
Loyalty programs
Loyalty programs, specifically points programs, seem to
have a positive short-term impact on different aspects of
customer behavior, including purchase frequency, basket size,
lifetime duration and share of wallet (Liu 2008; Taylor and
Neslin 2005). One major finding from multiple studies is that
the impact of loyalty programs is more pronounced among light
or moderate users rather than heavy users (Liu 2008; Lal
and Bell 2003). The effect of loyalty programs on customer
behavior might, however, be difficult to assess due to
endogeneity issues (Leenheer et al. 2007). Few studies have
also identified that loyalty programs have a long-term effect of
increasing customer spending with a retailer, although the longterm effect is still smaller than the short-term effect (Liu 2008;
Taylor and Neslin 2005).
Customized coupons differ from points programs in the
sense that they are personalized for individual customers, and
the retailers do not explicitly communicate to the customers the
type of behaviors that are rewarded. Therefore, customized
coupon campaigns have the ability to delight customers because
of the unexpected nature of the rewards. In addition to
rewarding customer behavior, customized coupon campaigns
can also allow retailers to advertise their products, especially
those in their assortment that are differentiated from competition. This advertising benefit of customized coupons can have a
long-term positive impact on customer behavior (Van Heerde
and Bijmolt 2005).
Recently, few studies have explored the profit implications
of customizing coupons to individual customers. Through
simulations, Rossi, McCulloch, and Allenby (1996) suggest that
a customized coupon (where the face value of the coupon is
customized to each individual) is more profitable than a blanketmailed coupon. Extending this research, Pancras and Sudhir
(2007) evaluate the optimal strategies for a customer data
intermediary who facilitates the targeting and distribution of
customized coupons that are funded by either a manufacturer or
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a retailer, through the retail stores. They conclude that utilizing
as much customer purchase history information as possible to
select customers that receive a coupon, and allowing competing
manufacturers to issue customized coupons simultaneously
maximizes the profits for a customer data intermediary. Zhang
and Wedel (2009) find that offline grocery stores have the
potential to improve profits by customizing the face value of
coupons to customer preferences at the mass-market level rather
than customizing for individual customers.
Using a quasi field experiment conducted by a national
grocery retailer, Venkatesan and Farris (2009) find that
customized coupons are effective in increasing the gross
profits per trip as well as the customer's trip frequency. They
classify customized coupons into rewards focused, i.e.,
customized coupons that provide discounts on products
purchased by the customer in the past, and cross-sell focused,
i.e., customized coupons that provide discounts on products
that the customer did not purchase in the past. The exposure
effect, i.e., the brand information available in the customized
coupon campaign, provided by both the reward and cross-sell
focused customized coupon campaigns increase customer
profitability. On the other hand, the redemption effect, i.e.,
the redemption of customized coupons, provided by the reward
focused customized coupon campaigns decreases the future
profitability of the customers. These results imply that retailers
need to balance the positive exposure effect and the negative
saving effect provided by the reward focused customized
coupon campaigns.
Multichannel marketing
As mentioned earlier, a dramatic trend in the shopping
environment in the past decade has been the proliferation of
channels through which customers can interact with firms
(Neslin et al. 2006b; Neslin and Shankar 2009). Consequently,
CRM activities have grown increasingly complex as firms
maintain and expand their customer relationships across
multiple channels (Thomas and Sullivan 2005). This trend
also has created a challenge for firms that want to manage their
environment effectively, as well as opportunities for academics
who want to produce insights that can help address these
challenges. Preliminary evidence suggests that multichannel
shopping can lead to higher customer profitability (Kushwaha
and Shankar 2007; Venkatesan, Kumar, and Ravishanker 2007)
and that marketing activities are influential in migrating
customers across channels (Ansari et al. 2008). We refer to
Dholakia et al. (2010) for a detailed discussion of consumer
behavior insights in a multichannel retailing environment.
From a CRM perspective Payne and Frow (2005) argue that
multichannel management is a key-element of CRM (see also
Verhoef, van Doorn, and Dorotic 2007). This especially holds
in a retailing environment, where firms, such as Tesco and LL
Bean, use multiple channels to serve customers. We already
mentioned the important issue of data integration across these
channels. Importantly, it also impacts how marketing instruments should be applied across channels. For example, should
promotions and prices be different across different channels?
See Grewal et al. (2010) for detailed discussion on this topic.
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Firms may also aim to steer customers to specific channels. For
example, retail banks have steered customers to the Internet
channel to reduce service costs. Moreover, some firms are
confronted with the question how to continue with “old”
channels. Former Dutch catalog firm Wehkamp.NL has now
moved the vast majority of their customers to the Internet, and
they now struggle with the question of how they should
continue with the “old-fashioned” catalog. In essence, the new
interactive Internet technology is disruptive for the old
technology catalog and accompanies phone ordering. Could
they stop sending catalogs, or would that negatively affect sales
since many customers still use this channel for inspiration and it
thus may strengthen the customer experience? For a strategic
discussion on the effects of new interactive technologies on
retail strategies, we refer to Varadarajan et al. (2010). For an
overview of innovations in delivery of interactive services in the
retailing context, see Berry et al. (2010). Neslin et al. (2006b)
and Neslin and Shankar (2009) provide a very good overview of
research and future research issues on multichannel marketing
so there is no need to discuss this issue in great depth in this
paper. Furthermore, Zhang et al. (2010) discuss issues relating
to creating successful multichannel strategies in the retailing
environment.
Future research
Evaluating how the acquisition techniques affect the longterm profitability of a firm seems like a ripe area for further
research. Investigating the interaction of the acquisition
message and acquisition channel has the potential to contribute
to the literature. The response rate and ratio of profitable to
unprofitable customers provided by an acquisition channel can
also determine the level of resources managers should invest in
each acquisition channel. Therefore, another area for additional
research is the optimal trade-off between the level of price
discount messages and product attribute/brand-building messages that can maximize overall firm profits. Yet another issue
for further research is the efficacy of customer acquisition in
different channel contexts. The impact of a retailer's CRM
activities on customer attitudes and the consequent impact of
customer attitudes on profitability is a good avenue for future
research (Venkatesan, Reinartz, and Ravishanker 2009). This
stream of research would also provide a basis for investigating
the interactions between investments in building brand equity
versus investments that build customer equity. While there is
substantial research on the benefits and strategies for crossselling, there is very little research on the strategies for upselling to customers.
Investigating the interaction of loyalty programs with other
retail initiatives such as product assortment, and customer
service would be a fruitful venue for future research. While
analytical models predict that under competitive scenarios,
retailers should not aim for perfect predictive capability of
customer behavior (Chen, Narsimhan, and Zhang 2001), there is
no empirical evidence regarding the impact of completion on
the effectiveness of loyalty programs. Investigating the reasons
multichannel customers provide higher profits also is necessary

to design effective multichannel marketing strategies. Several
propositions, including increased loyalty, expansion of customer category requirements, self-selection, and pure marketing
effect, have been advanced. These propositions require
empirical verification (Neslin et al. 2006b; Neslin and Shankar
2009). Future research can investigate whether the adaptationlevel theory tested in Lewis (2006) is applicable in other
retailing settings beyond newspapers and online retailing.
Outcomes
The outcomes of marketing actions in data-rich retail
environments are measured in many ways. Perhaps the most
fundamental distinction among the many measured outcomes is
whether the marketing action whose impact was being
measured is tactical or strategic. Payne and Frow (2005)
distinguish between CRM defined narrowly and tactically
(implementation of a specific technology solution project) vs.
CRM defined broadly and strategically (holistic approach to
managing customer relationships to create shareholder value).
At a strategic level, outcomes include sustainable competitive
advantage (Rigby and Ledingham 2004), a rallying point for
the organization (Rigby and Ledingham 2004; Berry 1995),
cannibalization, economies of scale, economies of scope,
channel efficiency (Neslin and Shankar 2009), and financial
returns for the firm (Rigby and Ledingham 2004; Reinartz,
Krafft, and Hoyer 2004).
Moving from comprehensive strategic outcome measures,
the CRM literature provides us with a number of narrower,
more tactical outcome measures. The most basic of these
measures is customer satisfaction (B-to-C: Symanski and Hise
2000; Bolton, Kannan, and Bramlett 2000; B-to-B: Srinivasan
and Moorman 2005; and Mithas, Krishnan, and Fornell 2005).
The next most prevalent measures deal with customer
acquisition and retention. Sirohi, McLaughlin, and Wittink
(1998) and Reibstein (2002) show that one set of forces drive
acquisition while a different set of forces drive retention.
Though Reichheld and Schefter (2000) suggest that loyalty
alone might be a sufficient goal for a firm, Reinartz and Kumar
(2000) showed that long-life customers are not necessarily the
most profitable customers. Consequently, focus has shifted to
profitable customers, to maximizing customer lifetime value,
CLV (Berry 1995; Berger and Nasr 1998; Reinartz and Kumar
2003; Venkatesan and Kumar 2004; Kumar and Shah 2004;
Ryals 2005; and Kumar, Shah, and Venkatesan 2006) and to the
link between CLV and traditional measures of recency,
frequency and monetary value (Fader, Hardie, and Lee 2005).
To build in consideration of the extent to which CLV can be
expanded by the firm, Magi (2003) and Meyer-Waarden (2007)
examine the pattern of consumer expenditure across competing
outlets and how a retailer can expand the share of wallet it
attracts. Also focused on expanding CLV, a number of studies
examine cross-buying and up-buying (Verhoef, Frances, and
Hoekstra 2001, 2002; Knott, Hayes, and Neslin 2002; Kumar,
Venkatesan, and Reinartz 2006; Kumar, George, and Pancras
2007). Finally, from industry, we have the suggestion that CRM
systems focus on the rate of increase of customer equity
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(Rogers 2005). Petersen et al. (2009) provide a review of the
metrics designed to manage loyalty and profitability.
Moving away from direct measures of customer profitability,
a number of studies focus on trust as a key mediating variable
(B2B: Morgan and Hunt 1994 and Doney and Cannon 1997;
B2C: Berry 1995 and Sirdeshmukh, Singh, and Sabol 2002). In
addition, we have studies that assume a lack of trust, examining
customers' free-riding behavior (van Baal and Dach 2005) and
product return behavior (Petersen and Kumar 2008; Anderson,
Hansen, and Simester 2009).
All of the outcome measures presented up to this point are from
the perspective of the retailer. A final body of relevant literature
considers outcomes from the perspective of the customer. De
Wulf, Odekerken-Schroder, and Iacobucci (2001) consider
consumers' perceptions of the retailer's investment in the
relationship. Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995) point out that
consumers want simplification of buying and information
processing, reduced risk and cognitive consistency. Gwinner,
Gremler, and Bitner (1998) summarize by saying that consumers
want freedom from having to make decisions. Noble and Phillips
(2004) point out the mismatch between what retailers want from a
“relationship” and what customers want from that “relationship.”
Fournier, Dobscha, and Mick (1998, p. 43) warn us that: “…[The]
relationship between companies and consumers is troubled at
best. When we talk to people about their lives as consumers, we do
not hear praise for their so-called corporate partners. Instead, we
hear about the confusing, stressful, insensitive, and manipulative
marketplace in which they feel trapped and victimized.”
Future research
In terms of future research directions, it makes sense to follow
up on Fournier, Dobscha, and Mick's (1998) insight. Some
current research (Venkatesan and Kumar 2004, Venkatesan,
Kumar, and Bohling 2007) accommodate for nonlinear effects of
marketing on customer behavior as a way to accommodate for the
oversaturation effect proposed by Fournier et al. (1998). Research
on other ways to design more customer-friendly CRM programs
would be useful. What measures should CRM programs track and
respond to? What would be the economic impact of such
customer-friendly adjustments to a CRM program? Focusing on
the more traditional outcome measures reviewed in this section,
we note that most look backward (because they are based on
a retailer's rich historical purchase data) and most also look
inward (again, because they are based on a retailer's own data).
Broadening the data used and measures constructed to create
forward- and outward-looking measures of CLV should prove
useful. Finally, customer relationship management should
consider the link between customer equity and brand equity.
Leone et al. (2006) point out that the value of a brand to a retailer
should be related to the value of the customers who buy that brand
from that retailer.
Link with firm value
Driven by the ongoing discussion on the role and contribution of the marketing function to firm performance (Verhoef
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and Leeflang 2009), there remains an ongoing interest on
how marketing strategies and outcomes are related to firm value
and more specifically shareholder value (Srinivasan and
Hanssens 2009). Researchers have shown that customer
satisfaction, which can result from effective CRM activities,
is positively related to firm value (e.g., Anderson, Fornell, and
Mazvancheryl 2004). Recently, intensive scientific debates
have stirred up about the validity of these findings (e.g.,
Jacobson and Mizik forthcoming; Fornell, Mithas, and
Morgeson 2009; O'Sullivan, Hutchinson, and O'Connell 2009).
Gupta (2009) points out the importance of establishing the
link between customer value and firm value. First, if the
marketing function hopes to take on a more central role in the
firm, marketing actions need to be linked to higher level metrics
like firm value. Second, an understanding of the link between
customer value and firm value can be useful to investors and to
the financial community. Finally, establishing this link will
demonstrate the forces that drive firm value. Wiesel, Skiera, and
Villanueva (2008) propose that customer equity should be an
integral part of financial reporting.
Gupta, Lehmann, and Stuart (2005) point out that one can
estimate “firm value” (as determined in financial markets) as the
sum of the value of all of its existing and future customers. They
simplify that estimation by assuming that all customers have the
same retention probability and that each consumer contributes
the same amount of profit to the firm. They also take into the
addition of new customers. Given those assumptions, a
customer's lifetime value is customer profit times a “margin
multiple,” and that margin multiple is a simple function of
retention rate and the firm's discount rate. They use their
formula with publicly reported financial data to create estimates
of firm value for several firms and show that those estimates are
reasonable for some of the firms. Skiera, Wiesel, and Schulze
(2009) extend the model of Gupta, Lehmann, and Stuart (2005)
by also considering the effect of debt. Based on these studies
Srinivasan and Hanssens (2009) propose that improvements in
CLV (or customer equity) are significantly related to firm value.
Future research
Although the link between CLV and firm value has gained
substantive attention in the marketing literature, there is a
desperate need for more research on this issue. Especially, as the
mentioned studies only consider a few cases and the results of
these cases are not convincing. Gupta, Lehmann, and Stuart
(2005) only find for three out of the five studied firms evidence
for a link between CLV and shareholder value. Following
Srinivasan and Hanssens (2009) we also assume that changes in
customer equity are positively linked to firm value. Empirical
evidence on this assumed relationship is, however, lacking.
Only recently, Kumar and Shah (2009) show some initial
evidence on how increases in CLV are positively related to
changes in shareholder value for two firms. Future research
should study this in much more depth and also aim to provide
more empirical generalizations by studying a large number of
firms. Another research issue in this important area concerns
how economic recessions and expansions affect customer value
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and how these changes relate to firm value (Deleersnyder et al.
2004). We propose that customer equity is negatively affected
by economic recessions, but that this may depend on the value
of current customer metrics. Firms with satisfied and loyal
customers might be less affected.
CRM implementation and effectiveness in retailing
The discussed process so far shows how firms can use
customer data to finally improve customer outcomes and firm
value. Hereby we assume that firms will be able to implement
such CRM. Experiences in practice have, however, shown that
this is far from simple. Especially in the beginning of CRM,
many projects failed (e.g., Rigby, Reichheld, and Schefter
2002). Moreover, initially there was substantial discussion on
whether a firms' CRM implementation would increase firm
performance. Anecdotal evidence of firms as Tesco and Capital
One indeed suggest that should be possible. Conceptually, Kim,
Suh, and Hwang (2003) discuss how CRM should improve
performance through increased loyalty, improved customer
acquisition and decreasing customer costs. Verhoef and Lemon
(forthcoming) discuss how CRM improves firm performance
through improved customer-centricity, improving customer
relationships, improved accountability and improved allocation
of resources among customers. Reinartz, Krafft, and Hoyer

(2004) show that CRM acquisition and retention processes are
related to firm performance. This relationship is, however, less
strong when there is too much emphasis on CRM technology
and software. Jayachandran et al. (2005) show how especially
CRM information processes are positively related to customer
outcomes, such as customer satisfaction and retention. Finally,
findings of Ramani and Kumar (2008) reveal how a customer
interaction focus, in which customer value management is an
integral part, is also positively related to customer outcomes.
Thus, there seems substantial conceptual and empirical
evidence that CRM is positively related to firm performance
either directly or through improved customer outcomes.
However, the majority of studies are cross-sectional, and
hence no causal relationships between CRM implementation
and firm performance can be established. Only Ryals (2005)
describe one case-study in which CLV before and after
implementation is measured, showing an increase in CLV.
Literature on CRM implementations is rather scarce. Shah
et al. (2006) have provided a conceptual discussion on the
hurdles for firms to become customer centric. Choosing the
right metrics is an important issue. Payne and Frow (2005)
argue that CRM should be cross-functional and processoriented in order to position CRM at strategic firm-level.
Rigby, Reichheld, and Schefter (2002) indentified some perils
in the implementation process. An important issue is that

Table 2
Future research topics and questions on CRM in retailing.
Topic

Substantive research questions

Analytic research questions

Data

▪ How do customers react to the increasing availability and use
of customer data in retailing?
▪ How do privacy concerns impact customer relationships
with firms?
▪ How can POS data, customer data and supply chain be used
to optimize retailing and marketing decisions?
▪ Which factors drives customer triggers?

▪ What is the optimal level of data quality and data integration across
channel contingent on customer strategies, customer behavior and
competition?

Data Utilization

Marketing Actions

Customer Outcomes

Firm Value

Implementation

▪ How do customers perceive CRM actions from a retailer firm
and what are the resultant implications for retail strategy?
▪ What is the role of competition in retail CRM?
▪ Can a customer-friendly CRM system (i.e., a system
that simplifies buying and information processing, reduces
risk and provides psychological comfort) also be
economically viable? Under what conditions?
▪ What is the contribution of customer metrics in the valuation
of a growing versus a mature firm?
▪ How are changes in customer value related to firm value?
Why is this relationship absent in some cases, why is present
in other cases?
▪ What is the impact of economic climate (i.e. recessions)
on customer value? Do customer metrics (i.e. retention) reduce
the presumed
negative impact of recessions?
▪ Which factors determine the successful application of
CRM within firms?

▪ What is the optimal number of sub segment a retailer should manage?
▪ Which variables are most useful for creating valuable sub-segments?
▪ Which data and methods can be used to target TV ads?
▪ Which of the various prediction methods for response, churn etc.
performs best under which circumstances?
▪ What is the impact of the interactions among various CRM actions
and the consequences of these interactions for optimal customer level
resource allocation?
▪ How can more forward- and outward-looking measures of customer
value be constructed?
▪ How could you use measures of customer equity to create a measure
of brand equity that is based on the value, to the retailer, of the
customers who buy the brand?
▪ What customer metrics should firms report for investors to better
assess their value?
▪ How to allocate marketing costs in various channels including
advertising and direct mail when computing customer lifetime value?

▪ What is the impact of CRM implementations on firm performance
over time?
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no customer strategy is created before the implementation.
Rigby and Ledingham (2004) distinguish some characteristics
of successful CRM implementations and argue that successful
users have exhibited a healthy skepticism towards the
promises of CRM. They also discuss that firms started with
small CRM projects, and used that to continue with additional
CRM projects. Empirically, top management attitude towards
CRM, CRM ownership and alignment with key stakeholders
is shown to correlate with CRM success (Bohling et al. 2006).
Bouma (2009) empirically shows the importance of employee
participation in creating successful CRM implementations. In
sum, the discussed research is mainly conceptual and there is
a lack of sound empirical studies showing the determinants
of successful CRM implementations, while there is also a lack
of research studying CRM implementations in a retailing
context.
Future research
There is an urgent need for studies investigating the
performance consequences of CRM on firm performance
over time. We propose that CRM should have long-term
consequences on firm performance, as it builds strategic assets
that can create a long-term sustainable competitive advantage.
However, the short-term consequences might be negative,
given large investments, adaptations to new strategies and
a strong focus on the technology. Event studies might be
a possible way of investigating this issue. We also urge
researchers to study the CRM implementation process and its'
determinants of success in more depth. Insights from other
disciplines, such as organizational behavior and change
management, might be valuable in this respect. One proposition, based on our own experiences with firms and extant
literature, is that CRM implementations that adopted strong
customer-centric metrics as key-outcomes in the firm should be
more successful.
Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the role of CRM in retailing.
Executing CRM in retailing is a challenging exercise. However,
extant literature on CRM shows that performance gains can be
enormous. We provided an overview of the literature that
reflects the extensive knowledge base on CRM. Researchers
have developed new models that offer deep insights on how
marketing actions affect individual customer behavior. Based
on this overview of the literature and our knowledge of CRM
practice, we have outlined several opportunities for further
research as summarized in Table 2. The enormous amount of
customer data in retailing environments and the integration of
channels, which now allow observation of online search
behavior, will create new research challenges.
For retail managers, our overview of the literature provides
useful insights on how to execute CRM in their daily practice.
The availability of a vast amount of data, however, creates
challenges. The academic literature has developed useful
methods for targeting the right customers with the right offer
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at the right time and for predicting future behavior and customer
value. Furthermore, research has produced findings on how
specific marketing actions affect customer performance. This
knowledge can be used to improve marketing decision-making
in the increasingly multichannel retail environment.
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